This document contains raw numerical values omitted from [1] for lack of space. It gives the dimensions of the vehicle, coordinates of the obstacles, and the location of initial and desired goal sets used in the parallel parking strategy presented in that paper. Additionally, this document lists the coordinates of vertices, simplices and polytopes used in [1], as well as controls assigned at each vertex and each simplex of the state space. For details on the proposed parking maneuver, we invite the reader to consult [1].
Vehicle Size
Dimensions of the car: wheelbase 2.468m, width 1.952m, distance of the front end from the front axle 0.911m, distance of the back end from the rear axle 0.819m.
Obstacle Positions
Unless otherwise stated, all values in the remainder of this file are given in metres. Position of the curb: {(x, y) ∈ R 2 | y < −2.002}.
Positions of the Initial and Ending Box
Coordinates of the initial box I: 
Polytope Construction
Coefficients ∆x k , ∆y k , w kx , and w ky used in the construction of polytopes P k , k ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, are as follows: Each polytope P k , k ∈ {1, . . . , 8}, is triangulated into 12 simplices which are denoted by S 12(k−1)+1 , . . . , S 12k . Each simplex S j , j ∈ {1, . . . , 96}, is a convex hull of four vertices v j1 , . . . , v j4 , with indices j 1 , . . . , j 4 ∈ {1, . . . , 48}. The vertices of all simplices are given as follows: If S j is a simplex with vertices v j1 , . . . , v j4 , the feedback control u j (x) = K j x + g j is obtained by affinely extending the control values assigned to v j1 , . . . , v j4 above (with x 1 corresponding to speed v, and x 2 corresponding to front wheel angle φ). This produces the following feedback controls at each simplex S j : 
